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JAN

7

Starting on Jan 7, I sent several emails and made many calls to
OPP's Head Office:
•
•
•

OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP

Ngobeni
Malunga
Griessel
Kabinde

I repeatedly requested to speak to Public Protector
Advocate Busisiwe Mkhwebane. I wanted her to be aware PP Mkhwebane
of the situation.
I wanted Bruce Wessels misconduct addressed.
I included my email to politicians asking them to help me
get to Mkhwebane. The email included the leadership crisis
in Knysna (crazy staff turnover and empty [positions the
past 8 months) as well as the intimidation I had
experienced.

2017.01.07a1
Complaint to Ngobeni
and Malunga
2017.01.07a2
Malunga directive to
Griessels 2018.02.21

To date, end Oct 2018, and
despite Public Protector Advocate
Busisiwe Mkhwebane having had
to already respond to NCOP, she
has never once been in
communication with me.

2017.01.07a4
Complaint to Ephraim
2018.02.22

I contacted:




Busisiwe Mkhwebane's Executive Assistant Betty Ngobeni
Deputy Kevin Malunga
Ephraim Kabinde

Malunga gave instruction to Western Cape Representative Sune
Griessel but no one would tell me what it was.
13

OPP Gideon Landman had a meeting scheduled with Knysna
Municipality's Acting MM Douglas on 13 January. It had been set
up regards other issues, not me. Douglas failed to appear, I
assumed dodged. Landman spoke to Dir Bevan Ellman instead.
Notably, Ellman was about to leave his job so was the worst
person to represent the Municipality. It was likely deliberate. I

OPP Landman
Knysna Municipality
MM Douglas
Dir Ellman
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2017.01.10 to
2017.01.22 MH to GLquestions Jan 13 KM
meet

It was worrying that the OPP
wasn't following my advice aand
asking simple questions via email
so that investigation would kick
off.
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EVIDENCE

was told that my issues were raised but given no particulars
except that time was short. Seemingly all that was achieved is
that the Municipality knew the OPP was investigating my
complaints. No info was gained. Landman emailed me to which I
responded in detail. His future actions appear to have ignored
most of what I said e.g. priorities, ways to speed up
investigation, to use the opportunity of Director Bevan Ellman
leaving to gain info etc.

26

I make it clear to OPP Landman that activist Susan Campbell
never requested Bruce Wessel's investigate the ISDF tender. I
did. All Campbell asked for was the Western Cape Government's
report.

2017.01.26 NCOP
dates - Campbell
action

28

OPP Bodikologa
My complaint to the Public Protector's Customer Services
strangely had A.R. Bodikologa (Investigator –Complaints and
Stakeholder Management) directing me back to the George Office
I was complaining about.

2017.01.07a6 PTA
Bodikologa refers
complaint to GL
2017.02.28

30

I again ask the Public Protectors head office for assistance.

Various

2017.01.30 Assure me
that the PP isn't
protecting the DA

I inform OPP Landman that 7 emails I sent on different dates to
DA Leader Mmusi Maimane were opened the same day, which
means a search was conducted. That's deliberate action and

OPP Landman

2017.02.02a2 To GL DA Mmusi Maimane
read receipts

FEB

2

DA Maimane
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NOTES

2017.02.08 JD
acknowledges FK
intimidation complaint

That was the first and last
communication regarding it
despite my follow-ups. They
continued to contract her illegally.
Landman fails to acknowledge
contents of my email.

direct awareness i.e. complicit. I also state that I've sorted
hundreds of such emails so as to tie the DA to my complaints.
8

Acting MM Johnny Douglas acknowledges my complaint against
Communication Manager Fran Kirsten for threatening to arrest
me in Council tea room.

KM MM Douglas

9

I send detailed query to OPP Landman. I ask how did we go from
aiming for administration to still assessing.

OPP Landman

2017.02.09b
attachment To GL !

12

I send OPP Landman evidence that his office addressed ANC REC
Committee Member Ralph Stander complaint against Tourism in
total contrast to my complaint i.e. something rotten.

OPP Landman

2017.02.12a1 Stander Landman tells me he will draw
Tourism SLA PP 72the file and return to me by Feb
008973-2013
22. He never does.

Fran Kirsten

Ralph Stander

2017.02.12a2 GL
return Feb22 re 72008973-2013
13

14

I requested the Magistrates' Commission confirm or deny that
Chief Magistrates Isak van der Merwe told Adv Seton, Councillor
Dawson and Councillor Edge that their cases against me weren't
for the Lower Court and must go to High Court. This was
particularly relevant as going to High Court was burdensome and,
contradictorily, the Chief Magistrate was allowing similar cases
against me by their friends in his Lower Court. I approached the
magistrates' Commission because the Chief Magistrate wouldn't
respond and told me I must go that route. Ironically, the
Magistrates' Commission referred me back to him i.e. blocked.

Magistrates' Commission
Vick Misser

2017.02.13 Info
request re Seton to
MagCom

Chief Magistrate Van Der
Merwe

2017.03.20 Vick
Misser not assisting

I essentially accuse OPP Landman of being a hypocrite. In 3
months, he'd failed to begin the investigation, not even sending
simple queries to the Knysna Municipality Municipality, the DA or
NCOP. Ccied to his boss in Cape Town, Sune Griessel, and
Pretoria, Deputy PP Kevin Malunga and Ephraim Kabinde.

OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP

Magistrates

Adv Seton
Clr Edge
Clr Dawson

Landman
Griessel
Malunga
Kabinde
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2017.02.14a1 To
Landman - failed to
act doublespeak

Read receipts.
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Board and Committee details 2011-2017
Monies and SCM processes for contractors ODA Dirk
Joubert and Chairman Greg Vogt.

2017.02.16 PAIA KT
#2 Consultants page2
2017.02.21 PAIA KT
#3 Future page 2

For chronological reading, I add that I PAIAed again on Feb 21, 5
days later, wanting the minutes of all meetings involving Clrs
Myers and Willemse. I also wanted all emails with the Municipality
concerning the future of the organisation

16

2017.02.16a1
Parliament complaint
PP failure DA

I query OPP Landman why no one has responded to me (for
years) regards my complaint against his predecessor, Bruce
Wessels. I query if he has yet sent a query to NCOP or
Parliament.

2017.02.16b1 MH to
GL-contact SAMWU
CPT

In a second email, I state that “Complaint #8, regarding the
firemen Wayne Sternsdorf and Clint Manuel cannot be completed
by information supplied by the Knysna Municipality as their
previous employment by the City of Cape Town is directly
relevant. So as to attempt to receive all information the same
time rather than more delay, please will you address SAMWU and
the City of Cape Town.”
17

EVIDENCE
2017.02.16 PAIA KT
#1 Board page2

I PAIAed Knysna Tourism for:
•
•

page 4

I inform Landman that Acting MM Douglas has refused to provide
me info on the finalised disciplinary hearing of ex-MM Grant
Easton. Douglas' excuse was based on the untruth that he never
had to give it to me because the Public protector was

OPP Landman
KM MM Douglas
KM MM Easton
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NOTES
My PAIA was denied by new
Board Chair Elmay Bouwer. I
cannot confirm but she told me
personally that she wanted to
provided it but that Clr Peter
Myers, who was a director,
adamantly refused, supported by
Clr Willemse. This is important in
context. I approach Myers and
Winde regards the illegalities of
Tourism years before. Both stood
against. Here. Myers standing
against me again. Yet when he
got in a faction fight with his
party, he used the tourism issue
as a weapon. He was the driving
force that got the Cliffe Dekker
Hofmeyr report undertaken. He
reported it to the hawks. He's a
political hypocrite.
I believe that Landman concluded
the firemen complaint without
investigation, that he never
contacted the City of Cape Town
or SAMWU.

2017.02.17b1 To GLThe OPP's report wouldn't
JD only deal with PP re mention the charges against exMM charges
MM Easton or that he quit during
his disciplinary. Landman would
2017.02.17b2 To GLfail to obtain evidence from that
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•
•

20

OPP Landman

I sent an email with attachments that:
•

EVIDENCE
attach JD letter

investigating.

20

page 5

Again, made it clear that the DA cannot be extricated from
my complaints and again requested that a query email be
sent to the DA. I even provided a draft for consideration.
I emphasise that the bursaries given to ANC Councillors
were illegal.
I inform that contract of Knysna Tourism CEO Greg Vogt,
at the heart of the corruption, will be ending June 30 i.e.
only 4 months left to query him.

OPP Griessel

NOTES
hearing which directly related to
my complaints.

2017.02.20a0 GL
Vogt would leave Knysna to settle
failure address DA role in Durban,
intimidation
2017.02.20a1 MH to
GL-bursary info
refuted
2017.02.20a2 MH to
GL-attached argument
2017.02.21 MH to GLVogt leaving Tourism

I laid new complaint with the George Office of the Public Protector OPP Landman
(OPP), labelled:

2017.02.20a1 Knysna
submission #10

10. Dawie Adonis alleged graft

2017.02.20a2 Knysna
submission #10

KM Dir Adonis

Area Manager Gideon Landman was the investigator.
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2017.02.20a3 10
Complaint-Graft
Director Dawie Adonis

This should have been seen as an
extension of my previous
complaint against Adonis for
having been appointed illegally.
Instead, it was completely
ignored in the OPP's Aug 16 2018
report.
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NOTES

MARCH

13

OPP Amos Bodikologa again runs me in circles. It makes no sense OPP Bodikologa
that my complaint to Head Office against the George branch is
dealt with by directing me to the George branch.

15

KM MM Easton
Knysna Municipal Manager Grant Easton quits during his
disciplinary hearing, after hearing days of evidence against
him. The process costs the taxpayer approximately R2million. No criminal charges are laid against him.

16

I inform OPP Landman that MM Grant Easton has quit and repeat
how important it is that he be interviewed.

16

I laid new complaints with the George Office of the Public
Protector (OPP), labelled:
11. PAIA 9-19 unanswered
12. Knysna Tourism PAIAs

2017.03.13b
Bodikologa blocks
complaint 004326_17

2017.03.16b1 MM
quits - urgent
OPP Landman
Examples of KM PAIAs
KM Legal Advisor Paulsen needing addressing:
KM Legal Marilyn Botha
PAIA KM 10 - ODA
Many others...
page2

Area Manager Gideon Landman was the investigator.
My email stated: “Considering the organisation's office fire, two
break-ins, impending June removal of the CEO and possible
closure of the organisation, the bigger picture maintains its
urgency.”
That it was ignored was unproductive, more so because there've
been serious disruptions at Knysna Tourism since.
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PAIA KM 11 - Testing
Centre page2
2017.03.17 complaint
sent to GL - Tourism
PAIA
PAIA KM 15 - Legal
Costs processes
Sternsdorf page2
PAIA KM
Planning
page2
PAIA KM
Planning
page3

16 - Director
and CFO
16 - Director
and CFO

No response from OPP Landman
Regards Complaint #11 OPP
would state in its Aug 16 2018
report that I should appeal or go
to Court i.e. rather than go to the
OPP. The first is incorrect in
context – it's obvious from my
evidence that Knysna Municipality
is incredibly hostile towards me,
that cooperation will not happen,
that they've tried to undermine
me through propaganda. They've
even avoided hearings in
Parliament. Secondly, the OPP
cannot expect a citizen to pay
expensive High Court fees as
prerogative over approaching the
OPP.
Complaint #12 was ignored in
OPP's report.
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EVIDENCE

NOTES

PAIA KM 18 Bezuidenhout
Wolmarans page2
PAIA KM 19 - Death of
Rudolph Kapp page2
17

2017.03.17a1 MH
to GL call (mp3)

Previously lacking in my evidence was the calls between
myself and staff of the Public Protector. My angry emails
would be better understood in the context of their
telephonic lies and evasion. This time I recorded the
conversation between myself and Area
Manager/investigator Gideon Landman. I've added notes
for ease of reference.
•
•
•

•

2017.03.17a2 MH
to GL call notes

Notable that despite claiming
it was impossible to meet
before the 26th, Landman met
me on March 24 2017, one
week after the call in which
he realised he'd obviously
screwed up in.

After 5 months, Landman hasn't queried the DA.
Landman has done no investigation, only asked
Knysna Municipality for info (which he will later use
whilst ignoring my more detailed evidence).
Landman is blatantly evasive regards his
predecessor, Bruce Wessels, whom I want
investigated.
Landman agrees to be recorded but after he realises
he's screwed up, he tries to have the recording
dismissed as illegal.

17

OPP Mothupi
According to his PA Jane, Deputy Public Protector Malunga had
given the responsibility of handling my queries and complaints to
OPP Malunga
OPP Mothupi. Instead, I'd received the unhelpful emails from OPP
Amos Bodikologa referring me back to the George Branch which I
was complaining about. I recorded the message I left on the
answering machine of Mothupi.

21

Objected to the seemingly undervaluated properties of Anthony
Morgan (Finance Department) and Dawie Adonis (Director

Muni Finance Dept
KM Dir Adonis

Compiled by Michael Hampton

2017.03.17b PP
Mothupi - left message
re complaint circus

2017.03.21 Property
Valuation Roll Query
Complaint

My complaint was ignored.
This must also be seen in the
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EVIDENCE

NOTES
context of my complaints regards
Adonis having being illegally
appointed as Dir Community
Services, and involved in alleged
graft.

Community Services).

23

During the conversation with OPP Gideon Landman that I'd
recorded, he'd insisted that a meeting wasn't possible. I believe
he realised he'd been recorded screwing up, that he suddenly
decided he would meet with me on March 24.

OPP Landman

24

I have my meeting with Landman in George in the OPP's offices OPP Landman
on March 24 2018. This would be the first meeting in 14 months.
1. Early morning, on the day of the meeting, I forwarded
Landman 3 pages of the charge sheet against now ex-MM
Grant Easton. I later met Landman for a meeting that took
over 3 hours. I recorded it.
2. In hindsight, Landman must explain how he followed his
office's own guidelines, the time periods for acting on a
complaint and ensuring that the Knysna Municipality
comply with his requests. He must also explain how he
never stuck to the 6 weeks he lied about in this meeting.
It would be another year and a half before he'd issue an
'update' on his 'investigation'. He must also reveal his
communications with his boss, Western cape
Representative of the OPP Sune Griessels.
3. Landman evasive regarding the DA.
4. Landman evasive regards previous investigator Bruce
Wessels.
5. Landman says there was communication with NCOP via
the OPP's Parliamentary liaison officer. What was it?
6. Why is context ignored. My complaints can't see be seen
Compiled by Michael Hampton

He did so with one day notice,
knowing I was broke and had no
transport, yet insisting I must see
him at his office 60km away from
Knysna. It's possible he hoped I
wouldn't be able to make it but
could say he had offered.
2017.03.24a1 To GL - Note pt7 regards Dir Adonis. The
MM Easton disciplinary OPP's Aug 16 2018 report totally
charges
ignored the graft allegation
despite Landman here saying it
2017.03.24b2 Meeting was being treated together with
Landman Hampton
his illegal appointment.
(part1)
Pt9: How did Landman go from
2017.03.24b3 Meeting considering the possibility of
Landman Hampton
having Knysna placed under
(part2)
administration to a white-washed
report?
2017.03.24b4 Meeting
Landman Hampton
pt.10 Did Landman interview
(part3)
anyone in Knysna Municipality?
2017.03.24d MH notes pt.11 Did Landman ever interview
meeting PP Landman
Ingrid Erlank. Unlikely.
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page 9

EVIDENCE

NOTES

in isolation. Can the OPP investigate corruption on a
complaint whilst ignoring other related corruption they
encounter?
7. Landman states that the alleged graft of Dir Adonis, is
being addressed together with the complaint against his
illegal appointment.
8. How can PAIA appeals be relevant when my complaint #6
is about severe suppression of info.
9. Landman: "I'm playing around with this idea... especially
approaching from this holistic approach of yours... as to
the Municipality, as such... nothing prevents us from
requesting the MEC for Local Government to place the
Municipality under administration, based on the number of
complaints that we've received, like they did in
Oudtshoorn."
10. I express that people in Knysna Municipality will talk. It
just requires Landman to question them.
11. Landman says he'll meet witness and ex-Knysna-Plett
Herald Editor Ingrid Erlank. He doesn't.
25

On the 25th, I supplied Landman the mp3 recording of the
meeting.

27

I request OPP WC Sune Griessel and WC Local Government
Graham Paulse supply me a copy of the information they gave
NCOP regards my Love Knysna Petition.

OPP Landman

Compiled by Michael Hampton

2017.03.24b1 Meeting
recording supplied to
GL dropbox
2017.03.25
Several follow-ups ignored. Have
read receipts. Later PAIA which
both ignore.
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NOTES

APRIL

12

Complained to DA National Leadership, Premier Helen Zille and
Knysna Council regards seeming victimisation of Budget Manager
Avitha Sunkhar and the fruitless expenditure incurred whilst she
was on unduly lengthy suspension.

Most DA leadership
Premier Zille
MEC Local Govt Bredell
Knysna Council

Compiled by Michael Hampton

2017.04.12a Sunkhar
complaint to Bredell,
Londt, Zille, KM, DA
FedEx
2017.04.12b Sunkhar
complaint attachment

No response to my complaint.
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EVIDENCE

NOTES

MAY

3

I laid new complaints with the George Office of the Public
Protector (OPP), labelled:

13. Complaint Budget Manager
Avitha Sunkar

The complaint involves the seeming victimisation of Budget
Manager Avitha Sunkar, her year long suspension, intentional
media bias, and documents claiming political interference in the
administration.

2017.05.03a1
Complaint 13 Sunkhar

Area Manager Gideon Landman was the investigator. He would
now have returned from his month leave. I remind Landman to
talk to Sunkhar and Kruger, enemies in the Financial Dept., as
that will likely be fruitful. I ask him to show that our March
meeting held value.
4

As the OPP has failed for 6 weeks to respond to my PAIA, I lay
complaint with Pretoria and Cape Town, ccing Landman. The
urgency is that the next hearing of NCOP is on May 24. I should
be allowed to prepare. The OPP and WC should be transparent.

OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP

Malunga
Kabinde
Ismail
Ngobeni;
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OPP stated in its Aug 16 2018
report that there was no evidence
presented that a year long
suspension with benefits was
wasted expenditure despite th
afact that it cost the ratepayer
approximately a million rand. The
OPP stated that she could go to
Labour Court for remedy which
was inappropriate because this
was my complaint, not hers - the
OPP didn't investigate the
complaint.

2017.05.04a1 PP PAIA Read receipts from Deputy
- no response
maliunga, Kabinde, Ismail.
customer services
2017.05.04a2 PP PAIA
- Malunga Ngobeni
Griessel 2017.05.10
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I'd sent a series of emails to the OPP since May 4, regards my
unanswered PAIA. I was frustrated after years of similar
behaviour.

OPP Griessel
OPP Landman

page 12

EVIDENCE

2017.05.04a15 PP
What was the results of their
PAIA - Griessel bullshit discussion and why acting in this
2017.05.12
manner instead of transparency.
The meeting with Griessel never
happened.

On May 10, WC Representative Sune Griessel made the mistake
of sending me an email that was meant for Landman. She casts
doubt on me having PAIAed and ends with 'This allegations make
me uneasy... It does not stop and seems to escalate. Maybe we
should sit and discuss way forward next visit.”

Griessel appeared before NCOP
on May 24 but said little and
wasn't asked any relevant
questions by the Committee.

I responded strongly to which Griessel offered a meeting with her
and Landman. My primary email address suspiciously was
bounced by the OPPs server. I offered dates from another edress.
Two days later, she acted evasively. Meanwhile, I heard that she
was now going to appear before NCOP.

14

2017.05.14a1 Last
chance re complaint

Another complaint to OPP head office in PTA.

Compiled by Michael Hampton

NOTES
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To OPP Landman and Griessel, I question Knysna Municipality's
press release which included: "The Knysna Municipality is aware
that, as was submitted to the committee on Wednesday, 25 May
by the Public Protector, the complaint by Hampton had been
finalized by their office and no adverse findings were made."

OPP Landman
OPP Griessel
& others at OPP HOS

page 13

EVIDENCE

NOTES

2017.05.24a3 To PPGriessel meeting
Explain yourself

Landman responded on June 1
2017.

As usual, several read receipts.

I requested that Landman, "Please provide me an update on my
complaints. 26 days into the month in which you said my case
would be priority but you have so far failed to volunteer
information, question suggested people, or ask me questions."
I also queried the meeting that Griessels had offered but had
never happened.

27

A series of emails were sent to Oupa Segalwe, spokesperson and OPP Segaklwe
high ranking member. His responding emails ignored context from
our calls. I asked detailed questions, especially regards
Landman's failure to question people, especially the DA.

2017.05.27a1 to
2017.06.06 Oupa
Segalwe query

28

Under severe propaganda attack by the DA, I angrily emailed OPP OPP Griessel
Griessel regarding the meeting she had lied about.

2017.05.28a1 To PP
KM attack I will lay
charges

JUNE
1

Landman response includes what appears to be delaying tactic
i.e. “Please note that in some of the responses we received from
the Municipality reference was made to legislation as a basis for

OPP Landman
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2017.05.24a4 GL MH
investigating
2017.06.01
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EVIDENCE
2017.06.01a1 MH to
GL - updates
interviews

not providing sufficient information. This legislation requires
research on our part in order to ascertain whether we agree with
them.” The only arguments the Municipality could have for being
unhelpful would be with regards my PAIAs and not the majority of
my complaints. And with regards PAIAs, Landman would well
know the small amount of applicable law. He was lying to me.
I requested clarity.
Another email the same day asked about the meeting with
Griessel and provided update on the escalating situation in
Knysna. I also questioned why he'd yet to interview any of the
people we had spoken about.

5

OPP Landman's response included the lie, “As previously indicated OPP Landman
you can expect to receive a detailed update on all your
complaints lodged with this office in due course.” It implied soon
but it would take another 14 months, forced by NCOP.

6

Make complaint against SAPS to Werner Bezuidenhout at the
SAPS Policing Complaints Commission. Many issues regards
Knysna SAPS bias and unprofessionalism. Despite his promise
and my follow-ups, Bezuidenhout wouldn't do his duty.

6

OPP Mosana
I contact new OPP Spokesperson Cleopatra Mosana for help.
Mosana was the new spokesperson for the OPP. I tried her, hoping OPP Mkwebane
that her appointment meant she was close to Public Protector
Busisiwe Mkhwebane, Telephonically, I told Mosana my suspicions

W/O Werner
Bezuidenhout
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2017.06.05 GL cc - re
charges updates GL
detail promise

2017.06.06 Policing
Complaints Centre

NOTES
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EVIDENCE

NOTES

that previous PP Thuli Madonsela's staff were uncooperative
regards the DA and possibly blocking information getting to
Mkwebane. Mosana had confirmed there was a staff problem and
that there were instances of info getting blocked.
7

GREAT KNYSNA FIRE. My rented home and possessions,
including court papers and unreleased secret evidence
burnt.

8

22

OPP Spokesperson Mosana told me, over 2 weeks previously, that OPP Spokesperson
Mosana
she would speak to Mkwebane about me. But after several
weeks, she hadn't contacted me which led to me sending several
emails.

2017.06.22a5 MH to
Mosana follow-up
2017.08.28

23

OPP Landman sends me query regarding my complaint regarding OPP Landman
Rowan Spies' graft and fraud. It proves that not only hadn't he
investigated, that he hadn't even gone through the documents I'd
sent him 7 months earlier.

2017.06.23 FeedbackProof GL never
investigated Complaint
4 RS

27

OPP Landman
There'd be calls from me to Landman regards Budget Manager
Avitha Sunkar. Despite it been made clear that it was my
complaint, and not a complaint on behalf of her, he persisted with
that angle, as if he was trying to find reason to block
investigation which was alone valid in her being paid almost a
million to sit at home until her delayed suspension hearings were
finalised, despite her complainants having left the employ of the
Knysna Municipality, an ex-CFO and now disgrace ex-MM. My
suspicions regards Landman came true. Notably, he said that
Sunkhar had been in contact with his office but I assume that

2017.06.23 GL
Landman's Aug 16 2018 basically
feedback-Sunkar delay permitted the lengthy
focus - detail promise suspension, seemingly against
fact and definitely without
context. He again used the
excuse that Sunkhar could use
the Labour Court to address her
firing but that was irrelevant as it
was my complaint, not hers.
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Mosana never responded despite
the read receipt.
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EVIDENCE

only a telephone call took place.

JULY

28

KM Legal Advisor Botha
The Knysna Municipality denied my PAIAs stating that I hadn't
used there form yet my form contained all the info they required. KM Dir Legal Paulsen
They also upped the PAIA fee to R150 which was illegal,
confirmed by the SAHRC. They were being obstructive again.

AUGUS
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2017.07.28a From KM
PAIA 23-29 deny R150
form exemption

NOTES
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EVIDENCE

NOTES

SEPT

6

I send the OPP the article I'm going to publish regards the
Knysna Fire and the threats by the fire department against me.
Landman responds the following day that he's received info from
KM regards the (to me) suspicious appointment of the Fire Chief.
I point out that he's missing the bigger picture again, here the
threats against me and the link to illegally appointed Director
Adonis.

OPP Landman
KM Ffireman Sternsdorf
KM Fire Chief Manuel

OCT
Compiled by Michael Hampton

2017.09.06a1 Fire
Chief threat-GL says
got recruit info
2017.09.07

Landman's August 2018 report
would state nothing suspicious
about Station commander
Sternsdorf's appointment
(impossible) and would ignore
Fire Chief Clinton Manuel and the
threats against me.
PTA read receipts.

REF: Hawks Cape Town OC 19.07.2018

DATE

SUMMARY CORRUPTION TIMELINE 2017
MAIN DESCRIPTION

PEOPLE INVOLVED

NOV

DEC

Compiled by Michael Hampton
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